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Abstract
The investigation of hemodynamic information for the assessment of cardiovascular diseases (CVD) has increased
in recent years. Improved flow measuring modalities and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations are
suitable to provide domain experts with reliable blood flow information. For a visual exploration of the flow in-
formation domain experts are used to investigate the flow information combined with its enclosed vessel anatomy.
Since the flow is spatially embedded in the surrounding vessel surface, occlusion problems have to be resolved
that include a meaningful visual reduction of the vessel surface but still provide important anatomical features. We
accomplish this by applying an adaptive surface visualization inspired by the suggestive contour measure. Our ap-
proach combines several visualization techniques to improve the perception of surface shape and depth. Thereby,
we ensure appropriate visibility of the embedded flow information, which can be depicted with established or
advanced flow visualization techniques. We apply our approach to cerebral aneurysms and aortas with simulated
and measured blood flow. In an informal user feedback with nine domain experts, we confirm the advantages of
our approach compared with existent methods, e.g., semi-transparent surface rendering.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image
Generation—Line and curve generation

1. Introduction

The initiation and evolution of CVDs, such as cerebral and
abdominal aneurysms, are multifactorial problems involving
hemodynamics, wall biomechanics, genetics, vessel mor-
phology, and other not well understood factors [AML∗08].
In recent studies, domain experts identified certain hemody-
namic information as important indicators for the presence,
initiation, and outcome of a CVD [CMWP11, MFK∗12].
As domain experts we consider biomedical researchers,
CFD engineers, and clinicians who are involved in blood
flow assessment, e.g., neuroradiologists or cardiologists.
The hemodynamic information comprise quantitative mea-
sures (e.g., wall shear stress (WSS), pressure, speed) and
qualitative characteristics (e.g., inflow jet, degree of vor-
ticity), which describe the blood flow behavior. They are
derived from patient-specific flow measuring with time-
resolved phase-contrast MRI (4D PC-MRI) [MFK∗12] or
CFD simulations [CCA∗05,KBDL09]. Furthermore, for par-
ticular CVDs, such as cerebral aneurysms, CFD simula-
tions are capable to provide clinically relevant informa-

tion regarding treatment options by conducting virtual treat-
ments [AML∗08]. The acquired hemodynamic information
are very complex because they consist of several multivari-
ate (e.g., scalar and vector data) and multidimensional (3D
and 4D) information. In addition to a quantitative analysis an
effective visual exploration of these attributes is important
to obtain insights of these information. For the visual explo-
ration domain experts are used to visualize both the flow in-
formation and the surrounding vessel anatomy because both
information are strongly correlated to each other [BSH∗10].
This leads to an embedded surface problem where occlu-
sions due to the vessel surface have to be resolved in such
way that important anatomical surface features are still de-
picted, whilst simultaneously appropriate visibility of the
embedded flow visualization is ensured.

Existing techniques, such as semitransparent rendering
or clipping of the vessel surface, exhibit a reduced surface
shape depiction and ambiguities of the spatial relationship
between vessel sections. This decreases the observers’ abil-
ity to mentally link the vessel morphology with the internal
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flow visualization. As a remedy to the problems of a semi-
transparent visualization, Gasteiger et al. [GNKP10] pro-
posed an adaptive surface visualization that incorporates a
ghosted view approach. The ghosted view, leads to a com-
pletely occluded flow visualization below surface regions,
which are facing away from the viewer. Furthermore, the
view-dependent opacity does not ensure an appropriate de-
piction of salient concave and convex surface regions, which
are necessary to identify pathological bulge formations of
the vessel wall.

Inspired by illustrative line rendering techniques, we pro-
pose an adaptive surface rendering that overcomes these lim-
itations. In a recent comparison of feature line approaches
conducted, the suggestive contours technique exhibits the
most effective shape description for patient-specific anatom-
ical surfaces [LGP13]. Therefore, we developed a surface
shading that incorporates the view-dependent curvature of
suggestive contours into the ghosted view approach of
Gasteiger et al. [GNKP10] to ensure both visibility of the
embedded flow visualization and expressive depiction of
salient vessel surface features.

In summary, the contributions of this paper are:

• We present a novel technique for vessel visualization with
embedded blood flow information depicted with estab-
lished flow visualization methods.

• We derive our method from an established feature line
technique - suggestive contours.

• We demonstrate that our method is applicable to arbitrary
vessel surfaces but also to other patient-specific anatomy.

2. Medical Background and Requirement Analysis

Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) refer to the class of diseases
that effects the heart and blood flow vessels (arteries and
venes). Common examples of CVDs are aortic aneurysms
and dissections, cerebral aneurysms, or atherosclerosis. For
the identification, progression, and risk assessment of cer-
tain CVDs the blood flow behavior plays an important role.
A particular example are cerebral aneurysms, which are
pathological dilations of the vessel wall that exhibit an in-
creased risk of rupture [Juv11]. Risk factors and other rel-
evant flow characteristics are identified by quantitative and
qualitative analyses. We focus on the qualitative analysis,
which involves a visual exploration of the morphology and
its embedded blood flow information. Domain experts re-
quire the visualization of both information because they in-
fluence each other. For example, a bleb formation at the
aneurysm sac indicates a previous rupture and increases the
rupture risk. Blebs are high local bulges on the aneurysm sac
and were found at regions of high WSS and near the flow
impaction zone. Thus, an expressive surface depiction that
conveys such morphological features but ensures visibility
of the underlying flow is necessary.

2.1. Requirement Analysis

A detailed visual description of the enclosing vessel sur-
face leads to an increased occlusion of internal information.
Thus, an adapted surface visualization is needed to reduce
the occlusion. Based on literature and discussions with do-
main experts, we address the following requirements:

Visibility of internal flow information: A maximum vis-
ibility of the internal flow visualization is required during the
visual exploration. With "maximum visibility", we mean as
few as possible occlusion of the flow visualization. This sup-
ports the viewer in interpreting and tracing the flow.

Conveying of the surface features: As vessel morphol-
ogy and flow influence each other, an expressive vessel shape
depiction is necessary that conveys surface features such as
concave and convex regions as well as bleb formations. In
contrast to Gasteiger et al. [GNKP10] no occlusion should
occur for surface parts that are facing away from the viewer.

Increasing of depth perception: For the depiction of
overlapping and distant vessel parts depth cues should be
provided. These hints increase the perception of depth and
spatial relationships of the vessel surface and attract the at-
tention to vessel regions, which are close to the viewer.

3. Related Work

Effective embedded surface visualizations are relevant in
several domains like engineering, vector field analysis, med-
ical research, and treatment planning. Each scenario is
faced with occlusions and challenges regarding perception
of shape, depth, and spatial relationship. Thus, several visu-
alization domains are involved to cope with these challenges.

Illustrative Shape Visualization. Illustrative shape visu-
alizations aim at reproducing artistic drawings to convey
surface shape details by means of shading, texturing, and
pen-and-ink techniques [SABS94]. Existing approaches are
mainly based on local geometry and illumination informa-
tion such as normals, curvature measures, and changes of lu-
minances. Examples of non-photorealistic shading models,
which focus on surface shape enhancement, are proposed by
Gooch et al. [GGSC98] and Rusinkiewicz et al. [RBD06].
Fundamental works concerning shape perception based on
texture patterns were investigated by Kim et al. [KHSI04].
While all of these shading- and texture-based approaches
certainly enhance surface shape, they rely on an opaque sur-
face rendering, which is not applicable for enclosing ves-
sel surface rendering. However, we incorporate information
about the local normal orientation to convey local surface
orientation such as concave and convex regions. A reduced
3D surface description can also be accomplished by illustra-
tive line renderings such as silhouettes [IFH∗03] and other
features lines. Interrante et al. [IFP95] proposed ridge and
valley lines, which are defined as the loci of points at which
the principle curvature reaches an extremum in the princi-
ple direction. DeCarlo et al. [DFRS03] developed suggestive
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contours that are defined as the set of minima of the diffuse
headlight in view direction. Apparent ridges were introduced
by Judd et al. [JDA07] who extend the ridge and valley lines
by using view-dependent curvature and curvature direction.
Xie et al. [XHT∗07] presented photic extremum lines (PELs)
defined as the loci of points where the variation of illumina-
tion in its gradient direction reaches a local maximum. In an
informal evaluation Lawonn et al. [LGP13] figured out that
suggestive contours provide the most visual pleasing results
on patient-specific anatomic datasets. Depending on the flow
visualization technique the generated lines and stripes on the
surface may cause visual clutter in a combined visualization,
e.g., in case of integral lines as flow visualization technique.
Thus, we only consider silhouettes as suitable for our appli-
cation.

Visualization of Embedded Structures. Fundamental re-
search in conveying both enclosing surface shape and
embedded structures was accomplished by Interrante et
al. [IFP97] who investigated how sparsely-distributed
opaque texturing can be used to depict the shape of trans-
parent isointensity surfaces of radiation dose. An inter-
active view-dependent transparency model was proposed
by Diepstraten et al. [DWE03] to improve the shape per-
ception of embedded structures. Based on several design
rules the transparency and visibility of the layered ob-
jects are adjusted according to the camera view and spa-
tial relationship between opaque and semi-transparent ob-
jects. This kind of visualization is an example of ghosted
views and belongs to the group of smart visibility techniques.
These techniques focus on exposing the most important vi-
sual information and originate from technical illustration.
Other examples are cut-away views, section views, and ex-
ploded views [Vio05]. A multipass framework for illustra-
tive rendering of complex and self-occluded integral sur-
faces is proposed by Hummel et al. [HGH∗10] and Born
et al. [BWF∗10]. They incorporate several rendering tech-
niques, such as transparency modulations, hatching textures,
halftoning, and illustrative streamlines, to reveal subjacent
layers and to enhance shape and depth perception of each
layer. In Gasteiger et al. [GNKP10], a multipass framework
is presented that incorporates some of the design rules of
Diepstraten et al. [DWE03] to achieve a ghosted view for
enclosing vessel surfaces with embedded flow information.
The opacity of the vessel surface is controlled by a Fres-
nel opacity term. Baer et al. [BGCP11] confirmed the per-
formance of the visualization in a quantitative user study.
However, a limitation of the ghosted view method becomes
obvious in regions that are oriented away from the viewer
and occlude the underlying flow visualization. Additionally,
salient surface regions described by concave and convex re-
gions may not be well conveyed by the Fresnel opacity.

Conveying Depth and Spatial Relationship. Our applica-
tion is also related to conveying information of depth and
spatial relationship. Two important cues for depth and spatial
arrangement are shadowing and shading [WFG92]. In Luft

et al. [LCD06] an image-based method is presented to inte-
grate depth cues efficiently into complex scenes based on the
differences between the depth buffer and its low-pass filtered
copy. Further depth cues are atmospheric attenuation, depth
blurring, and line fading, which are discussed in Svakhine et
al. [SEA09]. The shadow approximation proposed by Luft
et al. [LCD06] and atmospheric attenuation are also utilized
by Gasteiger et al. [GNKP10] to enhance the depth percep-
tion and spatial relationship of vessel regions. Shadow-like
depth indicators by means of an adaptive hatching method
are proposed by Ritter et al. [RHD∗06] to enable reliable
comparisons of spatial distances in complex vascular struc-
tures. A weighted combination of illustrative rendering tech-
niques is utilized by Tietjen et al. [TPB∗08] for depth- and
shape-enhanced medical surface visualizations inspired by
medical textbook illustrations. The weighting is controlled
by a shading map, which combines several illumination and
surface information such as plateau and raking light, atmo-
spheric attenuation, and curvature.

4. Data Acquisition Pipeline

Before we present the details of our method, we briefly de-
scribe the steps to generate the needed vascular surface and
blood flow data. The data acquisition pipeline consists of
three steps, illustrated in Figure 1.
Acquisition: In the first step, clinical image data (CTA,
MRA, 3D rotational angiography) of the vessel are acquired.
If 4D PC-MRI (phase-contrast MRI) is available, a full 3D
flow measuring over time can be performed, which encodes
the flow direction and magnitude at each voxel [MFK∗12].
Measuring errors introduced by eddy currents, noise and ve-
locity phase wraps are reduced according to several filter
methods described in Hennemuth et al. [HFS∗11].
Surface Reconstruction: In the second step, the vessel sur-
face is reconstructed based on a vessel segmentation. Be-
cause of the high vessel-to-tissue contrast in the image data,
often a simple thresholding segmentation followed by a con-
nected component analysis is sufficient to separate the ves-
sel from the surrounding tissue. More advanced techniques
like active shape models and deformable models can be em-
ployed to minimize manual effort in cases of low intensity

Acquisition

ImagePData

Simulation

FlowPData

AdaptivePSurfaceP
Visualization

Reconstruction

SurfacePMesh

4DPPC-MRI

Figure 1: Data acquisition pipeline to obtain the vessel sur-
face and blood flow information for our approach.
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distribution [LABFL09]. The resulting segmentation mask
is used to reconstruct the surface with marching cubes and
optimized with respect to mesh quality by a combination of
edge collapses and edge flips [Sch97].
Simulation: The optimized surface mesh is utilized for gen-
erating an unstructured volume mesh, as an input for the sub-
sequent CFD simulation. In most cases, the blood is modeled
as Newtonian fluid with steady or unsteady flow and rigid
walls. Cebral et al. have shown that with these assumptions
a qualitative flow characterization is still possible [CCA∗05].

5. Method

Our method is based on the multipass framework proposed
by Gasteiger et al. [GNKP10] and incorporates different vi-
sualization techniques, as illustrated in Figure 2. We improve
the ghosted view approach by modifying the vessel opac-
ity of the front faces by means of the suggestive contour
measure. Furthermore, we utilize depth blurring instead of
atmospheric attenuation because of the more natural depth
perception. We first recap the suggestive contours technique
and present its incorporation into our modified ghosted view
shading approach afterwards.

5.1. Suggestive Contours

Suggestive contours are view-dependent feature lines based
on second order derivatives. These lines are defined as the
set of minima of n · v in the direction of w, where n is the
unit surface normal, v is the view vector (which points to the
camera), and w is the projection of the view vector on the
tangent plane. Precisely:

Dw(n · v) = 0, and DwDw(n · v) > 0.

First, one has to evaluate n ·v per vertex. Afterwards, the gra-
dient ∇(n · v) is determined for each triangle t = (p1, p2, p3).
Every vertex p1, p2, p3 obtains a scalar value. These values
are calculated by the dot product of the associated vertex
normal n j, j ∈ {1,2,3} and the view vector v:

l =
(
〈n1,v〉 〈n2,v〉 〈n3,v〉

)T
. (1)

Every triangle requires an (u,v) orthonormal coordinate sys-
tem. We write the u and v component in one vector, respec-
tively:

U =
(
〈p1,u〉 〈p2,u〉 〈p3,u〉

)T
(2)

and

V =
(
〈p1,v〉 〈p2,v〉 〈p3,v〉

)T
. (3)

The light gradient ∇l of the triangle is determined by:

∇l =
1
A

(
(V ×1)T

−(U ×1)T

)
li, (4)

where A denotes the area of the current triangle and 1 =

(1 1 1)T . Next, we use the triangle gradient to determine the

vertex gradient. For this purpose, we consider the adjacent
triangles of a vertex and rotate each face gradient into the
vertex’s tangent space. Afterwards, we average the gradi-
ents according to their voronoi area, as described by Meyer
et al. [MDSB02], and obtain the light gradient li = ∇(ni · v)
for the i-th vertex. Finally, given the view vector v, the light
gradient li, and the corresponding normalized vertex normal
ni, we project v onto the tangent space of the i-th vertex.
So we get wi = v− nT

i ni · v. The feature lines are defined as
the zero-crossing of the dot product wi · li by linearization in
the interior of a triangle. Furthermore, lines are drawn if the
derivative magnitude is larger than a user-defined threshold.
However, objects without concave regions have no sugges-
tive contours.

5.2. Feature Regions

Our shading is defined by the value of si = wi · li with the
values defined in Subsection 5.1. Prominent highlights are
defined as zero-crossings of si and we convey these regions
with an expressive color coding. Thereby, we differentiate
between negative and positive values of si. To differentiate
the regions, we choose two antipodal colors in the CIELab
colorspace. First, we choose a color col1 = {L,a,b}, in our
case orange with col1 = {65,51,74}, and change the signs
of a,b. So, we get col2 = {L,−a,−b}, in our case col2 =

{65,−51,−74}. Therefore, we obtain two different colored
regions where the border represents a feature derived by sug-
gestive contours. Additionally, we multiply the value c · |si|

with the corresponding color and add them to the backface
color of the vessel. Here, c is a user-defined value, which
adjusts the brightness of the shading. That means, whenever
we have a low value of si, we get a color which is nearly
black. The result is a shading, which conveys the impression
of a Fresnel opacity with highlighted surface features.

5.3. Visual Effects

We added some visual effects to emphasize the region of in-
terest. First, we apply an approximated shadow casting onto
the front faces of the vessel surface to enhance spatial rela-
tionship between overlapping vessel sections. Here, we im-
plemented the method proposed by Luft et al. [LCD06] and
compute a spatial importance function from the depth buffer
and its low-pass filtered version. The low-pass filtering is
accomplished by a Gaussian blurring and the result is sub-
stracted from the original depth buffer. Negative values rep-
resent areas of background objects that are close to other
occluding objects. The shadow casting is approximated by
adding the negative values to the original color values, which
causes a local darkening.

Furthermore, we consider a focus region as a basis for
focus-and-context visualization as well as depth attenuation.
This region is defined by a depth-near and depth-far region
adjusted by the user and may represent pathological regions
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Front Face

Back Face

Flow Technique

Add Layers

Blur Effect

Figure 2: Overview of our adaptive surface visualization: First, we render the vessel front faces and encode the transparency
according to the suggestive contour measure. The back faces are rendered opaque and the flow is visualized with established
flow visualization techniques, e.g., streamlines. Second, we compose each visualization layer and add shadow approximation
as well as depth blurring to the result.

such as the aneurysm sac or stenosis. Vessel sections, which
are outside this region, will be blurred according to a Gaus-
sian blurring filter with a kernel size that depends linearly on
the distance between vessel sections and the focus region.
This leads to a smooth transition between the focus region
and the surrounding that supports both attraction to the focus
region and perception of depth. The blurred vessel sections
with their embedded flow visualization are still provided as
context information (see Fig. 2, right).

6. Algorithm and GPU Implementation

The algorithm of our shading is as follows:

1. (Optional) Subdivide and smooth the mesh.
2. Compute vertex normals.
3. Build neighbor information.
4. Determine vertex gradient.
5. Compute color for each vertex.
6. Blur the rendered image and add shadows.

The algorithm is divided in two different parts. The first
part (1-3) consists of the preprocessing steps and the second
part (4-6) is executed during runtime. For achieving a fast
rendering, several APIs, such as CUDA, OpenCL, or Direct-
Compute are available. To be independent of graphics card
vendors and to reduce any overhead by additional APIs, we
chose to perform all computations with the OpenGL shader
framework. The shader concept is ideally suited for per-
vertex and per-triangle operations. OpenGL shaders do na-
tively not provide neighborhood information, such as the 1-
ring of each vertex. Therefore, we develop a data structure
to access the neighbor of a vertex.

6.1. Preprocessing

First, we compute the vertex normals by averaging the area-
weighted normals over adjacent faces. For the neighbor-
hood information of a vertex, we use the OpenGL exten-
sion GL_ARB_SHADER_STORAGE_BUFFER_OBJECT,
which is part of the OpenGL core since version 4.3. With
this, we create a 4-dimensional integer vector. The first com-
ponent consists of the ordered neighbors of the vertices. The
second component stores the number of neighbors in the as-
sociated list entry. In the third component, we write the off-
set index where we can find the entry for the first component.
The last component consist of zeros.

6.2. Rendering Loop

During runtime, steps 4, 5, and 6 are executed. Using ver-
tex shaders, we can determine the vertex gradient, which de-
pends on the camera position and the light position. We use
the fragment shader to assign the color per pixel and to per-
form the Gaussian blur on the one hand, and to determine
the shadows on the other hand. Therefore, we divide the cal-
culation in two shaders. The first one assigns the color and
the second one performs the blurring and the shadow effects,
described in Section 5.3.

7. Evaluation

We performed an informal evaluation for the three shad-
ing techniques: semitransparency (ST1), fresnel opacity ST2
according to Gasteiger et al. [GNKP10], and our shading
ST3 based on the suggestive contour measure, see Figure 3.
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Fresnel opacity [GNKP10]Semitransparency Our shading

Figure 3: Our shading in comparison with semitransparent visualization and Fresnel opacity [GNKP10] for different vessels
with internal flow depicted with illustrative streamlines. The semitransparent approach fails to give a spatial impression. The
Fresnel opacity approach provides good visual results but some streamlines are occluded by fully opaque vessel regions facing
away from the viewer. Our approach overcomes these limitations and the streamlines are depicted well.
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The goal was to assess their capabilities for expressing rel-
evant surface characteristics whilst simultaneously gaining
appropriate visibility of the embedded streamline visualiza-
tion. We wanted to figure out which of the proposed shading
techniques yields the most expressive results. Therefore, we
conducted an evaluation with one physician, two CFD engi-
neers involved in hemodynamic analysis, and six researchers
with background in medical visualization. We chose four
representative vessel structures consisting of three cerebral
aneurysms and one aorta dataset. During the evaluation, we
noted the participants’ spoken comments and the partici-
pants were able to adjust the parameter settings for each
technique, i.e., transparency value for ST1, edge fall-off pa-
rameter for ST2, and brightness value c for ST3 (recall
Sec. 5.2). For each dataset and technique the participants
were asked to perform three tasks:

1. Identification of salient surface features such as concave,
convex regions and performance assessment of each shad-
ing technique to accomplish the task.

2. Visibility assessment of the embedded streamlines.
3. Assessment of spatial relationship and depth perception

between vessel sections.

For task 1, technique ST3 was rated as most effective
and revealed more surface features compared to ST1 and
ST2. The participants stated that certain curvature features at
branches and bulges on the aneurysm sac were more clearly
depicted in ST3 than in ST1 and ST2 (see Fig. 3, third row).
An increase of the opacity for ST1 improved the perception
but also increased the occlusion to the embedded stream-
lines. Therefore, technique ST2 was rated better than ST1
because an increased edge fall-off reveals more shape fea-
tures but still ensures visibility of the flow facing towards
the viewer. Most of the participants also appreciated the ca-
pability of ST3 to convey the salient surface features even in
still images. For some vessel structures the other two tech-
niques required more camera interaction efforts to obtain an
overview about the shape.

The assessment in task 2 was rated most effective for tech-
nique ST3 when using a brightness value around 1.5. Larger
values would occlude more streamlines, which is similar to
ST2 in terms of the edge fall-off value (in average 1.5). For
this technique, some participants criticized the increased oc-
clusion of surface parts facing away from the viewer. As ex-
pected for ST1 an increased transparency improves also the
streamline visibility but decreases the shape depiction. Some
participants stated that this assessment depends on the explo-
ration task, i.e, focusing on embedded flow or on flow and
enclosing vessel.

For task 3, ST2 and ST3 were rated as most effective
compared to ST1 because of the added shadow and depth
cues. Thereby, blurring and depth attenuation were evaluated
equally expressive with slightly more preference for blur-
ring because of its more natural adaption to the human depth
perception. Two participants also asked for a possibility to

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Our adaptive surface approach can also be ap-
plied to non-vessel surfaces such as (a) liver surfaces with
portal vein and (b) bone structures.

change the region of interest for the focus region by clicking
on a specific vessel region.

8. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a novel adaptive surface vi-
sualization technique for blood vessels with embedded flow
information. The shading technique is based on the sugges-
tive contour measure, which ensures both an appropriate de-
piction of relevant local surface features and visibility of the
embedded flow visualization. Furthermore, we incorporate
depth blurring to an enhanced depth and spatial relation-
ship. Our informal evaluation with domain experts demon-
strated an improved shape perception compared to existing
techniques whilst simultaneously ensure appropriate visibil-
ity of the embedded flow visualization. Moreover, our ap-
proach is capable to convey the salient surface features in
still images, which also enables its utilization for documen-
tation purposes. Besides its application on vessels with em-
bedded flow information our approach is also applicable to
other non-vessel surfaces such as liver surfaces with internal
structures and bone structures, as shown in Figure 4.

For future work, we consider a controlled user study to
quantify the performance of our approach compared to a
semitransparent vessel visualization and the ghosted view
approach by Gasteiger et al. [GNKP10]. This study is ori-
ented to the work of Baer et al. [BGCP11] and includes task-
driven experiments such as adjusting of surface normals or
distance estimations of vessel sections. The quantitative per-
formance of each shading technique can be assessed based
on the accuracy and response time of each task.
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